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PREFATORY NOTE. 
KVERY great philosophy of life must have its presentation of man and 
of his place in nature. Indeed all philosophies are more or less 
successful attempts to explain the problems of this relationship, to 
rationalise human life, and find a foundation for human duty. The 
following presentment is made from the standpoint of that ancient 
wisdom which lies at the back of all philosophies, and has been called 
the esoteric, or hidden, because it is known through the religions and 
the philosophies it inspires rather than in its own proper form. This 
wisdom postulates (and proves) that evolution is by way of reincarna
tion under invariable and irrefragable law. and these ideas are taken 
for granted in the following essay. Those who do not hold them may, 
while reading, accept them as a theory for the time, although much oi 
the argument would be valid were the facts of nature other than they 
are. The essay appeared in 1895 in a magazine, and is now given to 
the Humanitarian League as token of sympathy in its work of mercy. 

ANNIB BKSANT. 
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MAN'S PLACE AND FUNCTIONS IN NATURE. 
As the Esoteric Philosophy unfolds itself more and more 
before our eyes, and we pierce more and more deeply into 
its store of truths, we gain a wider view of the world and of 
man, a fuller sense of their relations to each other. Taking 
a leaf from its book of teachings, I wish to lay before 
thoughtful men and women some ideas of the part that 
man ought to have played in evolution, and the part that 
he has played in it; for his place and function in nature as 
they are and as they should be are two very different things, 
and it may be possible to win some at least—who " have a 
conscience in what they do "—to reconsider their relations 
with the world around them, the place that they ought to 
hold in it, and the functions they are called on to discharge. 
It is possible to gain a fairly connected view of the place in 
nature man was intended to fill in the present cycle of 
evolution, and it does not need much knowledge to see the 
place he has filled; the contrast between the two may 
perhaps serve as a stimulus to some to make them rise to 
their true dignity in the world, to leave those levels which 
are too low for the occupation of human beings, and on 
which man certainly does not in any sense discharge his 
function of rendering intelligent co-operation in the progress 
of evolution. 

There is used in the allegory of the creation given in the 
book of Genesis a phrase which just expresses man's 
general duty towards the earth—Adam was placed in the 
garden of Eden to till it and keep it. Looking at man's 
place on this planet when the life-cycle came to it for the 
present, or fourth time, we may fairly argue that it was 
meant as his garden, to labour in and to improve. During 
previous life-cycles other animals preceded the human race 
in the occupancy of the globe, but in this period man was 
the earliest of the mammalian kingdom to appear, and he 
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was prepared for his work in a very definite way. The 
great majority of the human race received special help in the 
quickening of their intelligence from the Sons of the I' lame, 
certain lofty spiritual Intelligences, who came to earth for 
the very purpose of rendering this help. Men were not left 
to evolve by the mere force of the lower nature, or by the 
inspiring and uplifting of the Divine Life within them— 
which in the course of unnumbered years would have 
evolved intelligence, and would have brought about intel
lectual development, even had these great ones not come. 
This impulse was given to man in order to quicken his 
intelligence by Beings who had evolved to lofty heights of 
spiritual power and knowledge; they stepped in and by 
their action stimulated the growth of the germ of intelli
gence in evolving man, so that the human mind developed 
with very great rapidity. Nor was this the only aid they 
rendered to human evolution, for in addition to this stimulus 
given to man some of them incarnated in human bodies 
to serve as Teachers of the infant humanity. 

Through many millions of years they trained and helped 
men, until the time came for the evolution of the fourth, or 
Atlantean, race, between four and five million years ago; 
the human kingdom was further strengthened by the 
incoming of a large number of entities who had made con
siderably further progress in the evolution of intelligence 
than those who had only commenced this work at the coining 
of the Sons of the Flame. With these as a leading class, 
and under the direct guidance of the Teachers, man was 
put in charge of the lower evolution of the planet; he was 
made a kind of king, a dictator, with the whole world placed 
in his hands, that he might evolve it under the superinten
dence of the Divine Rulers. Thus he should have been 
definitely a director of the evolutions lower than his own, 
bringing intelligence to bear on the growth of the non-
human kingdoms, and using that intelligence to lead them 
along the road marked out for their advance by the great 
Teachers, so that they might not wander in an experimental 
fashion as they had hitherto done, but might have the bene
fit of human reason as guides. The demand made on man 
in this respect was surely reasonable and just, for since 
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those who were far in advance of him had given him special 
assistance, it was right that he, in his turn, should bestow 
assistance on others not so far advanced as himself. He 
had been helped at what may, without irreverence, be called 
considerable cost. The lofty Intelligences, who might have 
dwelt in spheres attained by prolonged endeavours and 
struggles, came down to man, imprisoned themselves for 
much of their time in these dwellings that were quite 
unworthy of them, in order that man might evolve more 
rapidly. It was not then an unfair demand that he should 
pass on the assistance he had received, and co-operate with 
his Divine Teachers in evolving more especially the vege
table and animal kingdoms along the highest possible lines 
with the least expenditure of energy and waste of time. 

In the early fourth race man was not surrounded by any 
large number of animals, and none of the higher types were 
present. The more delicate organisations were nowhere to 
be seen at this stage, and such animals as were then existent 
were of exceedingly clumsy ill-formed types. Of these early 
creatures a very distinct idea can be obtained by glancing 
at the many models and pictures of them in museums and 
geological books. Ill-formed they may fairly be called, I 
think, ill-adapted for any particular purpose, wanting to an 
extraordinary degree in grace and agility of body and in 
definiteness generally; certainly not types of animal or 
vegetable life which we can imagine as satisfactory if con
templated from any lofty standard of intelligence ; the men 
of that time were intended to co-operate in the evolution of 
higher kinds from these. These were, so to speak, rough 
sketches placed in the hands of man, and he was not even 
left to follow his own crude ideas, but had definite models 
given him towards which the animals were to be trained by 
the expenditure upon them of much trouble, care, and fore
thought. 

Still further to facilitate this work, there were living 
among mankind those whom we may speak of as human 
teachers, to distinguish them from the Divine Rulers—men 
who were far advanced in occult knowledge, who took 
actual part in superintending the early evolution of the 
lower kingdoms, devoting themselves largely to the improve-
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ment of the vegetable and animal stock. They directed the 
operations carried on in large scientific breeding establish
ments, teaching their pupils to carry on experiments by 
which the products of the vegetable kingdom might be 
rendered more various and more useful, and showing them 
how the animal types might be improved by selecting the 
best available, breeding from these, and again selecting the 
best—" the best" meaning those that showed charac
teristics which were present in the typical forms given as 
the models for animal evolution. 

But difficulties arose which changed the direction along 
which the Manu of the race had designed that evolution 
should proceed. As qualities developed—especially in the 
animal kingdom—which were useful to man, he showed an 
inclination to develop them further entirely for his own 
benefit, without regard to the balance of nature, and 
especially without regard to the interests of the creatures 
he was supposed to be evolving. Let us consider, for 
instance, creatures that have the attribute of swiftness and 
agility highly developed—the leopard, the panther. This 
attribute is clearly an advantage which might be utilised 
along perfectly rational lines without degrading the animal; 
but instead of that we find man seizing on it as a means of 
capturing other creatures in order to increase his own 
brutal enjoyments. When speed was developed it was 
trained to be useful, not in a co-operative, but in a destruc
tive fashion ; thus a distinct twist was given to evolution, 
and man developed the coarser and more brutal appetites 
in this class of animals for his own purposes and gratifica
tion, carrying by these very qualities pain and misery 
through the lower animal kingdoms, regardless of the 
suffering caused by his own selfishness. By developing 
this destructive tendency in these creatures, we have in the 
past rendered ourselves responsible for lions, tigers, and 
other carnivorous creatures living on their fellow-animals, 
seeking to maintain life by the destruction of other lives, 
roaming over the world as agents of suffering and death, 
which they inflict on those weaker than themselves, and even 
occasionally upon man, who thus becomes the victim of the 
very qualities he fostered. Examining the teeth of these 
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animals in their early growth, we can easily find that they 
were not originally intended to be carnivorous, and thus we 
have one of the abnormal evolutions made by man, who 
grasped at the powers entrusted to him for his own 
purposes, employing purely for his own gratification the 
intelligence to which he had been helped, without regard to 
the interests of the lower creatures to whom he should have 
been elder brother and guide. 

These processes of abnormal and monstrous evolution 
can be traced all through the history of Atlantis. There 
science of a material kind was highly developed, and occult 
powers went hand in hand with it to an extraordinary 
degree—these occult powers being used to guide evolution 
along the lines to which I have alluded. Thus these 
destructive types were developed while Atlantis flourished, 
and man himself went through the world, like the wild beasts 
he made, carrying pain and destruction with him wherever he 
went. He iscontinually a destructive agency—either carrying 
on wars against his fellow-men, or destroying the lower 
animals, slaying in every possible way. He has finally evolved 
in himself this peculiarity—a quite unique characteristic, one 
is thankful to see, shared in by none of the wild animals— 
that he kills for the mere sake of killing. What we call 
" sport" is the deliberate going out to kill something, so 
that he makes the murder of the weaker that which he takes 
as his ideal of amusement. He does not seem to have 
succeeded in imprinting this last touch of brutality on the 
wild animal; it will not hunt for itself unless it is hungry. 
He can teach it to hunt for him by starving it, and then 
utilising its hunger for his own purposes, but he does not 
succeed in degrading it any further. An unhappy exception, 
however, must be made with regard to the animal most 
closely trained by man—the domesticated dog. These 
creatures, so promising in their development of loyalty, 
fidelity, and affection, have caught from man some of his 
most hateful qualities—the delight in blood, and in torturing 
and killing for amusement. A terrier will, I am told, enjoy 
the sickening brutalities of matches for killing rats and 
similar vile " sports," as much as does his degraded owner, 
and dogs in the domestic condition will hunt for hunting's 
sake. All " sporting dogs" have been thus demoralised, 
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and have become repulsively human in this respect. It is 
curious that the love of killing for amusement seems to 
grow with what is called civilisation ; the savage, if taken 
in his lowest types, hunts only for food, but it seems as 
though with the development of intellect, he began to hunt 
for the mere pleasure of hunting, and the taste grows until 
in the Englishman of the nineteenth century, it reaches its 
lowest point in the shambles of the battut. 

We can mark the results of this all the world over— 
everything that would have loved us flies from us; all 
things of woods and fields and forests and jungles flee before 
the footsteps of man. We hear still of a few places in the 
world where this does not happen, and sailors tell us of new 
lands they visit where innocent creatures cluster round 
them, fearless and curious. I need not say this state of 
things does not long continue, for the sailors of course 
begin to knock the poor things on the head, so as to let 
them understand man's views of his relations with the 
animal kingdom, and they soon learn to regard man as an 
enemy. 

One would imagine that to people who talk so much as 
we do about brotherhood and love and kindness and compas
sion, this knowledge of the way in which we are looked on 
by our younger brothers would be painful. One would 
think we should be struck first with astonishment 
and then with horror, at finding our very presence 
chase everything before it, at seeing these creatures 
who are so happy in our absence convey themselves 
out of the way at our approach, taking it for 
granted that we are enemies; butterflies and birds fly 
away, rabbits scuttle off to their burrows, deer gallop out 
of our sight, and we have to walk through a desert when 
we might have walked through a place crowded with 
friendly forms. For so many thousands of years oppression 
and cruelty towards animals have been wrought into human 
magnetism that the wild creatures fly from the atmosphere 
of men, even from that of any one man who may love them; 
and it is only by a long process of " making friends " that 
they learn that such a one is their friend and lover, not 
their enemy, and then the ancient antagonism slowly fades 
away. Thus we hear of holy men in India and of saints of 
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every faith whom all living things love and regard as 
friends, and we read that when S. Francis of Assisi walked 
the woods the birds clustered round him. An Indian Yogi 
walks safely through tiger-and-snake-haunted jungles, and 
the tiger will roll at his feet, the snake will twist round his 
arm, and they will be his friends and gladly share the 
warmth of his fire, the shelter of his bamboo shed. They 
will bring him their injured or sick fellow-creatures that he 
may heal them, knowing that they are safe with this one at 
least of the detested and dreaded race, who is to them as a 
god in his knowledge and power. Then he is to them what 
man was meant to be, not a destroyer but a friend of all 
creatures, his intelligence used for their helping, true father 
and king of the lower world. 

This state, which is seen in a few of our race, might be, 
and will be, common to all. While we cannot by a passing 
wish get rid of the results of thousands of centuries, none 
the less can we begin to lessen them by deliberately recog
nising our place in Nature and making up our minds to fill 
it, by realising that we ought to bring peace and not war, 
higher life upon earth and not death, that carelessness is a 
crime, and that when we hinder and retard evolution we are 
setting ourselves against the Good Law. Every single 
person who recognises this and acts upon it is at least doing 
what lies in his power to spread peace and compassion on 
earth, and to hasten the time when we shall all work 
together for the common good. His action helps to turn 
the current of public opinion in the right direction, and the 
deliberate acceptance of the Law of Love by even a few 
hundred persons would make an appreciable difference. 
Members of the Theosophical Society at least should per
form this obvious duty, and should not talk platitudes about 
brotherhood while they trample on its reality. 

Let us see what can be done at once in the way of 
giving help and avoiding injury to the vegetable and animal 
kingdoms. 

Looking over the vegetable kingdom we see a consider
able number of different types of evolving life, some much 
more permanent than others. There are classes, the mem
bers of which live for a few months, others from season to 
season, and so on. The longest-lived develop a greater 
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degree of separateness, a kind of dawning personality, and 
there comes to be a distinction between the life of a tree, 
say, and that of its leaves and its fruit. So a man who was 
trying to help on evolution would not destroy the com
paratively permanent part of a tree, but would utilise for the 
support of his own life the parts that were being continually 
reproduced. And never would he in mere carelessness or 
indifference, or because he had no sense of his duty as a 
self-conscious force in nature, commit acts of wanton 
destruction. 

It may seem a small thing, yet it is not without signifi
cance, that many people as they walk in the country are 
agents of destruction wherever they go; they pull flowers 
they do not want, and throw them away again ; they switch 
off the heads of others as they pass along. They thus do 
what in them lies to inflict on these lower forms of con
sciousness what is to them discomfort and pain. It may be 
lightly answered that plants have no feeling, but as a matter 
of fact these acts cause vague suffering which is useless, 
and is inflicted in idleness and carelessness ; these living 
things might have enjoyed the air and the rain and the sun
shine, instead of having this dull consciousness of pain, and 
even in this small way man needlessly adds to the dark 
and unhappy side of nature. Why should not people 
go through the country and enjoy its beauty, leaving all as 
fair behind them as it was before they came ? Why should 
we be able to trace so many people as we do now across fields 
and forests by the destruction they have wrought in their 
passing, by the trees they have broken, by the flowers they 
have gathered and flung aside to gasp out their lives on the 
dusty highway?—doing harm instead of good, bringing 
destruction instead of fairer life, showing they ha\e not 
realised what man might be to nature, and how far swifter 
might be the course of evolution if he were a friend and a 
helper instead of a careless destructive force. There is a 
certain veiled and stubborn resistance at the back of many 
people's minds when such suggestions are made, a feeling 
that life would be rendered too serious and troublesome if 
they were to be " always thinking " about their responsi
bilities. It is wonderful how man clings to semi-conscious-
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ness. But this friendly and helpful attitude towards nature 
would become habitual if children were trained in it, and to 
the child the helping of nature would be a constant joy. If 
we taught children their duty towards all living things 
around them, gradually building up in the child-mind the 
sense of human duty as guide and friend of all animals and 
plants, they would quickly come to delight in work so 
gracious and congenial; they would range fields and woods 
with senses alert to all silent appeals for help; and they 
would leave after them better types of living things than 
were here before they came, fairer flowers, more delicate 
shades of colouring. Behind these helpers of nature as 
they pass through the world would spring up all fair forms, 
and man's track through the ages would become gloriously 
beautiful, that of a creative God instead of a blackened 
trail of blood and fire. 

Still more strongly do these principles apply to the 
evolution of the animal kingdom, and especially of the 
higher animals, for here there are some that come within 
measurable touch of the higher cycle of evolution in which 
the persisting individual begins to be. Though it is true 
that animals will not pass into the human stage in the 
present cycle, they may yet be helped up to the point which 
we had reached when we left the moon. When the " I " 
is developed in an animal of the higher domesticated kinds, 
then that animal is lifted out of the course of animal evolu
tion, and will be ready to step forward into the human 
stage when, in the future, the time is ripe. It does not then 
return to birth as an animal, but remains peacefully and 
happily in the super-physical world, till a future cycle offers 
the opportunity for commencing progress in a human form. 
In this way race after race evolves, and there are always 
leading types in each great division who are ready for 
individualisation; among these we may take as instances 
the dog, cat, horse, and elephant. It is clearly man's duty 
to help forward such as these, to facilitate their rising out 
of the animal kingdom ; this he can best do by working to 
eradicate the mischievous instincts he himself implanted in 
the past, by training in them the instincts which are related 
to the moral qualities in man, so helping forward their 
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evolution to the point at which individualisation becomes 
possible. 

The killing of animals in order to devour their flesh, is so 
obviously an outrage on all humane feeling, that one feels 
almost ashamed to mention it in a paper that is regarding 
man as a director of evolution. If everyone who eats flesh 
could be taken to a shambles to watch the agonised struggles 
of the terrified victims as they are dragged to the spot where 
knife or mallet slays them; if he could be made to stand 
with the odours of the blood reeking in his nostrils ; if there 
his astral vision could be opened, so that he might see the 
filthy creatures that flock round to feast on the loathsome 
exhalations, and see also the fear and horror of the slaugh
tered creatures as they arrive in the astral world and send 
back thence currents of dread and hatred that flow between 
man and animals in continually re-fed streams ; if a man 
could pass through these experiences, he, at least, would be 
cured of meat-eating for ever. These things are, though 
men do not see them, and they befoul and degrade the 
world. 

This change in man's attitude towards the lower world, 
his recognition of his true place and function in nature, 
means, in many respects, a total reversal of our habits of 
life. It may be said that people could only do this 
gradually, and that a long course of wrong living has made 
bodies of a type that could not exist on pure nourishment, 
at least after they have reached a certain age. It may be 
so. Personally, I believe that the human will, if it be 
really exercised, is so mighty a power that it could readily 
reduce the body to submission without serious physical 
disturbance. But then, of course, it has to be remembered 
that very many people can scarcely be said to have wills at 
all. At least this much might be done as an effort towards 
improvement: man's duty might be clearly set up as an 
ideal, and people might begin to train themselves towards 
it so far as the imagined poverty of their strength allowed; 
they might at once give up all forms of " sport," 
might reduce the cruelty of slaying animals for food 
to a minimum, might aim at totally abolishing the 
use of flesh as food, and might—and here women are at 
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present specially responsible for most brutal cruelty—en
tirely refuse to use the fur and feathers of slaughtered 
creatures for personal adornment. Women know that seals 
are skinned alive in order to obtain fur with a peculiarly 
fine gloss; that Astrachan sheep are ripped open that the 
skin may be torn from unborn lambs ere the delicate hair is 
harshened by exposure; that the plumes used for aigrettes 
are only developed during the breeding-season on mother-
birds, and that every plume means the death of their nest
lings by starvation. They know all these facts, and yet 
wear the things thus obtained, only to gratify the most 
contemptible of weaknesses, a petty personal vanity that 
shrinks from no inhumanity which stands in the way of its 
satisfaction. If only these most barbarous wrongs could be 
put an end to, frowned down by all right-minded people, so 
that persons who thus offended should feel the weight of 
social disapproval, in this way a beginning at least would 
be made, and growing up in the atmosphere thus formed, 
the children might be able to do what the fathers and 
mothers think they are not strong enough to accomplish. 

The change must come about some day. A time will 
come on our planet when man will not act as he has done 
in the past, and is doing in the present. We are not always 
going to remain cannibals, living on the blood of our weaker 
brethren, tearing plumes from living and dead bodies for 
our decoration, marking our way on the globe by skeletons 
and ravaged fields. We are going to evolve out of this 
present degraded stage, and in years to come we shall 
live in amity with all that surround us; we shall walk 
the earth as the guides of evolution, the teachers and 
helpers of all beings less intelligent than ourselves. Living 
in the faithful discharge of our lofty duties, we shall aid all 
living things to rise, as we shall be rising, thus quickening 
the progress of evolution to an extent incalculable by us 
to-day, getting rid of evil instincts in a fashion that now 
would sound like a fairy tale. 

In those far-off days we shall be playing our several 
parts, readers mine, as co-workers with Nature, looking 
back with horror and shame at the errors we made in the 
past, at the errors we are making now. Delay evolution 
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we can ; stop evolution we cannot. Powers there are that 
work for love, for compassion, for universal friendliness. 
They are stronger than we in our blindness and ignorance, 
and they will surely have their way. The time shall surely 
come to earth when everything that lives shall love, when 
each shall seek the other's good, and none shall fear its 
neighbour. Those forces mightier than human forces are 
working towards this evolution. 

They may be thwarted for a time, since they will not 
coerce the human will; across their path we may build 
obstacles which will cause delay; but as their love is 
immortal and eternal as their power, their work shall finally 
be wrought into perfection. Our planet shall roll in space 
a world of joy instead of one of sorrow; forms shall be fair 
and colours shall be beautiful, but none shall slay to possess. 
That is the destiny, the inevitable destiny, that lies before 
us. Why should we not accept it now, as we must accept 
it in course of time ? Why should we not spread compas
sion round us in these days of hatred ? Wherever there is 
a soul that recognises the Masters and softly breathes their 
names, let that soul reflect in its small measure their im
measurable compassion ; even though that which in them 
is an ocean in us at first be but a tiny stream, still let it 
carry through the world its fertilising and sweetening 
power, until the world-desert shall rejoice and blossom as 
the rose. 


